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For Immediate Release:  

Alert Offers Mobile Credit Card Payments via Sign&Rent  

 

Alert Management Systems (www.alert-ims.com, Alert) and Volatile Studios 

(www.signandrent.com) are pleased to announce a new exclusive:  Now, your 

customer can make a credit card payment right from a smart phone or tablet while 

signing for a rental contract or delivery.  The new component is an optional feature of 

Sign&Rent, the popular “paperless” contract management system from Alert and 

Volatile.  The seamless process is quick and easy for an end-user, and results in a 

secure “MOTO” (Mail Order-Telephone Order) payment in real-time.  Since the 

payment goes through Alert’s secure credit card software, no additional fees apply 

and there is no extra work.        

Sign&Rent includes integrated 'real-time' contract signing and works on virtually any 

smart phone, tablet, or PC.  Customers can even sign contracts or delivery 

confirmations on their own mobile devices.  The credit card payment process is easy 

for the end user and is seamlessly incorporated into contract signing. 

Sign&Rent is fully integrated into Alert's Dispatcher Dashboard System, providing 

paperless dispatching and routing for delivery drivers.  Other in-depth features 

include the use of photos to document equipment condition, collecting customer and 

http://www.alert-ims.com/
http://www.signandrent.com/
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driver notes and annotations on the photos, and the inclusion of interactive forms,  

such as credit apps, lien waivers, safety sheets, and more.       

 

About Alert Management Systems  

(www.alert-ims.com, Alert): Alert is a leading supplier of equipment rental 

management software. Along with award-winning new technology, Alert provides 

expert support for thousands of end-users who write millions of equipment rental 

contracts annually. Alert does business in 50 US States, Canada, the Caribbean 

Islands and other countries. Alert was founded in 1976. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Rob Ross Phone: 800-530-8050 Email: info@alertms.com 

About Volatile Studios 
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(www.volatilestudios.com) A full service web development, interactive marketing, 

design and technology agency that builds digitally-driven businesses.  Volatile 

Studios recent work in the rental industry has garnered widespread appeal.  Founded 

in 1998, Volatile Studios enables its clients to strengthen their brands, improve 

operational performance, and yield a strong ROI by delivering powerful customer 

experiences. 

  


